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(p. 1137) Chapter 52  Sources of International Law in 
Domestic Law

Relationship Between International and Municipal Law Sources

I.  Introduction
It is a trite statement that, given the fundamentally different character of the municipal and 
international legal systems, the catalogue of the sources of international law differs from 
those of municipal law. There are striking commonalities too, however. First, there is 
substantial overlap between these sources: both international and municipal law generally 
acknowledge custom and general principles as formal sources of law,1 and judicial decisions 
and the doctrine as subsidiary means for the (p. 1138) determination of law. Secondly, 
international and municipal law both use the terminology of ‘sources of law’ to denote 
processes through which valid legal norms are generated.2 Thirdly, both international and 
municipal law tend to codify the catalogue of sources used, respectively, in Article 38 of the 
Statute of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) and in national (constitutional) 
legislation.3 Fourthly, this codified catalogue is generally seen as non-exhaustive. Finally, it 
has fallen to legal theorists to understand and systematize what a given community 
considers as a source of law.4 Interestingly, quite a few of these theorists have ventured into 
both fields of law, or, at the very least, theoretically inclined international lawyers have 
sought inspiration in the works of theorists of the sources of municipal law. The reliance of 
many contributors to this volume on H. L. A. Hart’s rule of recognition,5 and Hans Kelsen’s 
Grundnorm,6 with a view to more fully understanding the sources of international law, is 
testimony to this.

In this chapter, it is, however, not my aim to theorize all commonalities and differences 
between the sources of municipal and international law. Rather, I start from the premise 
that municipal and international law have something else in common, namely their nature 
as a legal system. This is perhaps stating the obvious, but it bears emphasis that, as both 
municipal and international law use legal norms to regulate social relationships—and 
sometimes even the same social relationships—a space for inter-systemic interaction 
between both legal spheres emerges. In this respect, the sources of international law have a 
‘downstream’ impact, directly or indirectly, on municipal practice, notably where they have 
generated inward-looking norms that are of relevance in the relationship between 
individuals and States, or even between individuals only. Conversely, municipal legal 
practice can have an ‘upstream’ impact on the formation of the content of the sources of 
international law, where these require proof of State practice and/or opinio juris for valid 
norms to be generated. These forms of interaction are linked in that the application of 
international law in any given case always involves a measure of interpretation, 
clarification, refinement, or further development. Indeed, a domestic law-ascertaining 
agency’s (typically a domestic court’s) application of international law does not only serve 
the purpose of mechanically applying pre-existing international law, but also represents 
relevant State practice that feeds into the process of international law formation, and it 
contains the seeds for a shift in the content of an existing (p. 1139) international norm or 
for the positing of an altogether new norm.7 This chapter zooms in specifically on the 
upstream impact of municipal law practice on international law, placing particular emphasis 
on processes of customary law-ascertainment and development by domestic courts, while to 
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a lesser extent also integrating issues of treaty interpretation and general principles 
formation.

I start by explaining the relevance of municipal law for the doctrine of the sources of 
international law (section II: The Relevance of Municipal Law for the Sources of 
International Law) and notably the jurisgenerative effect of domestic court decisions 
(section III: The Jurisgenerative Effect of Domestic Court Decisions). Subsequently, I inquire 
under what circumstances the technique of ‘comparative international law’, piggybacking 
on a transnational dialogue between domestic (and possibly international) courts on 
questions of international law determination, can and should contribute to the development 
of the content of the sources of international law, in particular customary international law 
(section IV: Transnational Judicial Dialogue and Comparative International law as 
Mechanisms of International Law Development). I flag some complications with this 
dialogical process, particularly the particularities of domestic law (section V: Domestic Law 
Particularities as a Complicating Factor) and the hard-to-eradicate selection bias of 
international law-appliers (section VI: The Danger of Cherry-Picking). Eventually, I attempt 
to ground a more objective comparative international law process that is geared to effective 
problem-solving guided by the persuasiveness and quality of reasoning of municipal court 
decisions relevant to international law (section VII: Towards a More Objective Comparative 
International Law Process).

II.  The Relevance of Municipal Law for the Sources of 
International Law
While international and municipal law have a different catalogue of sources and have 
reached different stages of legal maturity, both international and municipal law have their 
legal character in common as both represent systems of ordering social relationships. This 
common property may facilitate international law sources’ reliance on municipal law for 
purposes of the formation or interpretation of international law sources.

(p. 1140) To be fair, international law’s borrowing from municipal law can be critiqued on 
the ground that its primary subjects are fundamentally different. It has notably been 
claimed that States, as ‘black-box’ abstract entities subject to international law, lack moral 
motivation, unlike individuals subject to municipal law—a difference that would arguably 
render the borrowing of municipal law sources, which are based on an ethical substrate, 
incommensurable.8 Such a view has had little traction in the doctrine of sources, however.9 

As individuals take decisions on behalf of the State, the State may be said to have a 
delegated institutional morality that is derivative of the personal moralities of individual 
decision-makers. Accordingly, lack of moral motivation is not a convincing 
incommensurability-based argument against using municipal law sources in international 
law.10 It could thus be posited that, for international law, municipal laws are more than just 
naked ‘facts’.11 They have normative value in that they have the potential to facilitate, 
constitute, and develop international law.

In this respect, students of the sources of international law are surely aware of the openings 
which the theory of the sources of international law offers to municipal law. It falls to 
municipal law to confer a full powers mandate on State representatives to conclude treaties 
pursuant to Article 7 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT),12 

(converging) municipal law can constitute subsequent State practice that serves a treaty 
interpretation function pursuant to Article 31 (3) (b) of the VCLT, municipal law may contain 
the relevant practice and opinio juris for the crystallization of norms of customary 
international law,13 and municipal law principles, common to the main legal systems of 
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States, form the backbone of general principles of international law in accordance with 
Article 38 (1) (c) of the ICJ Statute.14

(p. 1141) One may also be aware that the ICJ has not shied away from applying municipal 
law analogies to matters of international law,15 and, as ICJ judges have held, such municipal 
law solutions cannot be automatically transplanted to the international level, but are in 
need of abstraction and adjustment.16 It is noticeable that these dynamics have not been 
limited to arcane procedural issues but have historically influenced the formation of the 
basic categories of public international law. While these categories have ultimately been 
emancipated and acquired peculiar international characteristics, their origins should not be 
negated. For instance, the pacta sunt servanda-based law of treaties developed out of the 
municipal law of contracts and the law of territorial sovereignty and jurisdiction was based 
on the Roman concept of private property, as it was rediscovered by the glossatores.17

The continuity of municipal law sources in international law is not a fait divers. These 
sources may be crucial to prevent a non liquet, a finding that there is a lacuna in the law, 
which hence fails to answer questions raised by a specific case.18 It is municipal sources 
that may fill this lacuna. More generally, as international law is, unlike municipal law, a 
rather incomplete legal system with limited detailed rules and with weak enforcement 
options, its progressive development towards a more mature legal system may crucially 
depend on borrowing municipal law notions.19 Under this interpretation, international law 
may only become true law if its sources are open to private law.

III.  The Jurisgenerative Effect of Domestic Court Decisions
It is impossible within this chapter to give an exhaustive overview of the impact of 
municipal law and legal practice on the content of the sources of international (p. 1142) law. 
In the light of the focus I have chosen, I will continue to direct my attention to the impact of 
domestic court decisions on the generation and interpretation of international law, 
particularly of norms of customary international law. Obviously, a similar analysis can be 
carried out with respect to general principles and treaty interpretation, both of which may 
depend on the input of municipal legal practices.

Let me start by emphasizing that the field of research concerning itself with the 
jurisgenerative effect of domestic court decisions is not new. As early as 1929, Hersch 
Lauterpacht had highlighted the participation of domestic courts, in their capacity as 
organs of the international legal community, in the creation of customary international law, 
and in filling the frame of general principles.20 In so doing, he took issue with dominant 
theories of the separation of powers, which relegated domestic courts to simple ‘bouches de 
la loi’, agencies that applied rather than generated (made) international law. These days, 
these theories have largely been referred to the dustbin of history,21 and a scholarly 
consensus has emerged that domestic courts are organs of the State, and hence that their 
practice is indeed relevant State practice,22 at least until the political branches have 
overruled them.23 Such domestic court practice is not in itself a source of international 
law,24 but it can inform the content of the sources of international law. The dominant two- 
elements paradigm of customary international law allows for the decisions of domestic 
courts to form customary international law, provided that sufficiently uniform practice 
among different domestic courts can be identified, alongside opinio juris.

Recent scholarship has been particularly interested in the seminal role of domestic courts 
in the generation of international law. This renewed interest can be explained by scholars’ 
‘discovery’ of, or at least characterization of, domestic courts as independent agencies that 
function at arm’s length from parochial political branches. Arguably, political branches 
would only be interested in international law as a tool to maximize narrow State interests 
(as foreign policy realists would argue), whereas more detached domestic courts would 
factor in the interests of the international (p. 1143) community when deciding cases 
brought before them. Thus, André Nollkaemper submits that the international rule of law 
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demands that the practice of domestic courts, given their professed impartiality and 
independence, be accorded more weight than the views of the political branches of 
government in the determination of the content of the sources of international law.25 This 
practice, emanating from a court after all, is moreover necessarily accompanied by opinio 
juris;26 for adherents of the modern view of customary law formation, this may, in some 
circumstances, carry more weight than State practice.27 Other authors observe that where 
domestic courts manage to coordinate their decision-making with counterparts in other 
courts, they could have a major effect on international law-making; when they form a more 
or less united front, they might influence international tribunals’ determinations of the 
sources of international law.28

It is notable that this doctrinal optimism with respect to the jurisgenerative role of domestic 
court decisions is not necessarily supported by empirical evidence. In fact, as we write, 
domestic court decisions have a relatively small impact on international law’s content 
formation. Even as domestic courts may be applying more international law than before, 
there is no evidence that domestic court decisions also play an increasing role in the 
determination of customary international law.29 This does not come as a surprise, as 
international and municipal law are distinct legal orders after all.30 Moreover, the optimistic 
characterization of domestic courts as independent law-applying and law-generating 
agencies may be belied by practice. Whether domestic judges are truly independent 
depends on the legal-political system in which they function and on their self-identification. 
Even in rule-of-law-based systems, courts may well espouse parochial views that differ little 
from those of the political branches, and they may hardly be inclined to engage with 
international law.

These cautionary notes only pertain to the empirical reality of an extant provincialism on 
the part of domestic courts, and a limited effect of domestic court decisions on international 
law sources. As far as I am concerned, they do not detract from the normative truth that 
domestic court decisions do not just enforce pre-existing (p. 1144) international law, but 
also create the law.31 As Anthea Roberts has pointed out, however, whether a specific 
domestic court decision will have an actual jurisgenerative effect depends on its 
persuasiveness. Other law-ascertaining agencies (other domestic courts, international 
courts) will only heed it—and thus further contribute to the creation of international law— 
when it is considered as persuasive.32 It is well known that some domestic court decisions 
have done better than others in this respect.

IV.  Transnational Judicial Dialogue and Comparative 
International Law as Mechanisms of International Law 
Development
In the past decade, international legal doctrine has shown great enthusiasm regarding the 
possibilities of transnational judicial dialogue and communication for purposes of domestic 
courts determining and interpreting international law. To the extent that this common 
enterprise of interpreting and developing the law,33 through an iterative process, yields 
uniform State practice and opinio juris through mechanisms such as harmonization and 
isomorphism,34 it has indeed had a direct effect on the content of the sources of 
international law, such as customary law.35 Not only domestic courts, but also other law- 
ascertaining agencies, such as States and international courts, are thus prima facie well 
advised to heed such court practice.

As a matter of fact, international courts rely heavily—sometimes almost exclusively—on 
domestic (court) practice when ascertaining the existence and (p. 1145) content of 
international norms, notably in the field of jurisdiction and immunities.36 To give just one 
recent example, in its 2014 judgment in Jones v United Kingdom, the European Court of 
Human Rights (ECtHR) rather elaborately discussed domestic court practice from nine 
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jurisdictions before concluding that State (official) immunity arising in civil suits alleging 
the commission of international crimes continued to apply under customary international 
law.37 A dialogue between courts for the purposes of international law application and 
development is hardly new, however. As early as 1977, the German Constitutional Court 
engaged extensively with foreign court practice when ascertaining the norms governing 
immunity from execution in respect of embassy bank accounts in a decision that had a 
major formative impact on the current law on State immunity from execution.38

Going by the number of publications addressing judicial dialogue, one is tempted to believe 
that this dialogue has quantitatively and qualitatively increased in recent times. Still, from a 
descriptive perspective, instances of ‘comparative international law’, as this process is 
sometimes dubbed,39 remain relatively rare, as is, more generally, the application of 
international law proper, especially customary law, in domestic courts,40 even if 
international norms (e.g., on human rights) have taken on an increasingly inward-looking 
character.41 This being said, we proceed on the assumption that these instances are not 
negligible and that their occurrence is likely to increase in the years to come, as domestic 
legal materials relevant to international law are becoming more widely available.42

What is striking when analysing extant practices of comparative international law is that 
foreign courts’ determinations of international law are rarely seen as binding precedent or 
as the ratio decidendi. Typically, they serve to strengthen a decision which the domestic 
court had already reached anyway. Consequently, they can be (p. 1146) characterized as a 
subsidiary means of determining international law—or a material source of international 
law, if you wish—in accordance with Article 38 (1) (d) of the ICJ Statute. To give two 
examples, the Canadian Supreme Court cited the Supreme Court of India’s acceptance of 
the precautionary principle as a norm of customary international law to further buttress its 
own decision based largely on a perceived consensus in the doctrine;43 and in the well- 
known case of Roper v Simmons, the Supreme Court of the United States (US) (in a rather 
exceptional move) relied on foreign and international case law to support its holding that, 
under its interpretation of domestic law, juveniles cannot receive the death penalty.44 

However, even if comparative international law is just a confirmatory or interpretative 
technique,45 domestic courts’ engagement with their counterparts on questions of 
international law does clarify and develop international law as relevant State practice in the 
sense of Article 38 (1) (b) of the ICJ Statute. As a result, such engagement may directly feed 
into the processes that in dominant formal sources theory yield valid international norms.46 

In practical terms, such a phenomenon may notably manifest itself in respect of questions 
on which international legal instruments themselves remain rather silent, with domestic 
courts then serving as gap-fillers.47

V.  Domestic Law Particularities as a Complicating Factor
It is advisable to be aware of a number of factors complicating courts’ mutual engagement 
on questions germane to international law, in spite of the hopes held by comparative 
international law. A failure to account for these factors may cause law-ascertaining agencies 
to uncritically give effect to idiosyncratic or flawed foreign (p. 1147) judicial decisions when 
determining the content of the sources of international law. Most notably, domestic 
applications of international law, if they can be identified in the first place, may be suffused 
with domestic law particularities.48 This may render them unfit for transposition to other 
jurisdictions or for the further development of international law.49 This holds true in 
particular where international law has been transformed into domestic law, as such 
transformations may give a particular meaning to certain terms that may be out of step with 
international law understandings and evolutions.
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Recently, this problem has informed the ECtHR’s refusal to consider a recent US Supreme 
Court decision rejecting the immunity ratione materiae of a foreign State official in a civil 
suit to be relevant practice, as the latter court’s decision was based on a domestic statute 
rather than on international law.50 The problem is not limited to techniques of 
transformation, however. In systems which automatically incorporate international law into 
the domestic legal order, or allow application of international law via renvoi (i.e., a domestic 
norm allows or instructs the court to apply an international norm), the actual application of 
international norms takes on a particular domestic flavour, reflecting a national legal 
culture and history that is not necessarily shared internationally.51 The upshot is that 
international diffusion of domestic court processes of international law determination may 
hardly be self-evident, and may even be misguided. This explains why some States may even 
prohibit their courts from relying on interpretations of international law by foreign courts, 
thereby, somewhat regrettably perhaps, also withholding them the opportunity to 
contribute to the development of the content of the sources of international law.52

(p. 1148) However, international law-ascertaining agencies should not too readily dismiss 
domestic court practice on the grounds that the municipal flavour of such practice makes it 
irrelevant for the formation of the sources of international law. In particular, these agencies 
should prove more willing to look beyond the formal distinctions between domestic and 
international law in domestic court practice and take into account, for purposes of 
international law development, relevant applications of what Antonios Tzanakopoulos has 
termed ‘consubstantial’ norms—i.e., norms that exist substantively in both domestic and 
international law.53 Fundamental rights are a case in point, as they exist under both 
domestic constitutional and international human rights law. Thus, domestic court practice, 
rejecting an appeal to immunity for reason of incompatibility with the constitutional 
principle of access to justice, may be relevant practice for the further development of 
international law, as the latter principle also exists under international law. This may even 
apply where the ICJ has temporarily disposed of the matter,54 as an ICJ ruling does not 
prevent new customary norms from emerging. As a result, the Italian Constitutional Court’s 
decision in Simoncioni (2014), in which it disallowed the application of international law in 
case of conflict with the fundamental principle of access to justice and refused to give effect 
to the ICJ’s judgment in Jurisdictional Immunities of the State,55 could yet contribute to the 
further clarification and development of international law on the relationship between State 
immunity and the individual right to a remedy.56 After all, in the doctrine of sources, formal 
sources such as custom prevail over material sources such as judicial decisions and later 
norms prevail over earlier ones. At the same time, it bears notice that domestic courts 
operating in a legal system that does not provide for far-reaching powers of constitutional 
review may not be able to rely on this case law as relevant precedent, lest they overstep 
their domestic mandate and fail to recognize the authority of the ICJ in matters of 
international law. This obviously hampers the process of new content-determination of the 
sources of international law.

(p. 1149) VI.  The Danger of Cherry-Picking
A major question arising in the context of the comparative international law exercise is how 
to precisely compare and weigh different decisions on international law rendered by 
domestic courts.57 An Italian court of appeal hearing an immunity case has, in this respect, 
disapproved of a mere quantitative approach consisting of counting the number of decisions 
pro and contra. According to the court, ‘[w]hile the judicial practice of domestic courts was 
important for discerning the existence of positive customary international law, the role of 
the interpreter did not consist in a mere arithmetical calculation of the elements of 
practice’; instead, ‘other elements had also to be taken into account, such as the particular 
qualitative nature of the existing customary rules, their reciprocal interrelations, and their 
hierarchical position in the international legal order’.58 On the one hand, this approach may 
be commendable, as a facile quantitative approach fails to deselect poorly reasoned 
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decisions. On the other hand, it may give considerable leeway to the interpreting court, and 
as a result cherry-picking may loom large. Courts and other actors may well tend to select 
those decisions that are favourable to a pre-determined policy-based position or that mirror 
already existing domestic legal preferences.59 Reflexively invoking international legal 
practice to support rights and obligations that have already been articulated domestically 
may then just come down to a ‘self-congratulatory pat on the back’,60 a vindication of prior 
conclusions.

Selection bias also shows itself in law-ascertaining agencies’ disproportionate reliance on 
what they consider to be ‘persuasive decisions’ or ‘best practices’ from a limited number of 
other States, typically those that share the same legal system, culture, and language, and 
are considered to have ‘international prestige’.61 This truncated, transjudicial dialogue has 
notably been documented with respect to the common-law-based, English-speaking world62 

(whose system of legal reasoning (p. 1150) is, however, arguably relatively open to diverse 
discursive input).63 What factors precisely inform ‘domination and coalition patterns’ 
between courts nevertheless remains unclear, although organizational theory has tried to 
get to grips, at least at the theoretical level, with the determinants of judicial dialogue.64

This cherry-picking of municipal legal practice purportedly evidencing a material source of 
international law is in fact a larger problem besetting the identification of the content of 
international law sources. The process of identification leaves ample discretion to law- 
ascertaining agencies, which may determine the existence of norms on the basis of a 
cursory examination of only certain municipal legal systems that happen to offer a ‘general 
principle’ that backs up a decision subjectively favoured by the agency.65 So-called 
international law sources may then serve as rules of decision, but at best their existence is 
simply asserted without much evidence being proffered; at worst, they are an apology for 
the furtherance of political or moral preferences. An illustration of the selectiveness of the 
comparative international law exercise is an Italian court’s decision that customary 
international law provides for the non-applicability of statutory limitations to international 
crimes, as many court decisions, both domestic and foreign, had earlier held so.66 On closer 
inspection, however, it transpired that the court left decisions unsupportive of its posited 
norm (consciously or unconsciously) out of the picture.67

VII.  Towards a More Objective Comparative International Law 
Process
In the light of the risk of—sometimes unconscious—cherry-picking by international law- 
ascertaining agencies, a model for more objectively grounding the (p. 1151) pruning of 
relevant municipal legal practices in the process of ascertaining international law sources is 
called for, especially with respect to norms of customary international law and general 
principles of international law. Arguably, such a selection should take account of the 
hierarchical position of the respective court, the argumentative quality of the decision (in 
international law terms), and the court’s insulation from influences exercised by the 
political branches. Accordingly, engagement with domestic court practice should not mean 
simple acceptance, imitation, or outright rejection on unclear grounds. Given what is 
sometimes an idiosyncratic attitude of domestic courts towards the application and 
development of international norms, a critical attitude is called for. When determining the 
content of the sources of international law, courts should refrain from simply citing foreign 
court practice, but rather should engage with the substantive arguments being made and 
take into account cultural or political factors that influenced the foreign judicial decision.68 

Moreover, they may want to supplement domestic court practice with other relevant 
practice.69 As far as possible—and I realize that this is a controversial point—courts may 
also want to link such practice with a domestic normative substrate to preserve the 
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democratic quality of the norms applied, as, after all, the sources of international law may 
suffer from a democratic deficit.70

A key issue in the comparative international law exercise is obviously the accessibility of 
municipal legal practices.71 As already flagged, courts, including international courts, may 
disproportionately cite municipal decisions from a limited number of—notably Western— 
States,72 simply because these decisions can easily be found. Initiatives such as 
International Law Reports and—especially—International Law in Domestic Courts can only 
be applauded in this respect, insofar as they also disclose relevant domestic decisions from 
lesser-known jurisdictions. They provide the essential material for court watchers to expose 
the selection bias of law-ascertaining agencies.

Accessibility of domestic court decisions is, however, just one parameter determining the 
influence of such decisions on questions of customary international law or treaty 
interpretation addressed elsewhere. Even if, arguendo, domestic or international courts 
were to have access to all pertinent domestic court decisions on international law in a 
language they understand (possibly with the help of translators or experts), as indicated 
above, they may be inherently biased towards certain ‘prestigious’ jurisdictions. Courts 
should be cognizant of this and come to realize (p. 1152) that the quality of their 
international arguments could be enriched when drawing on how other courts have 
addressed similar questions of international law. In addition, and more importantly from a 
sources perspective, they should realize that the international law-ascertainment exercise 
requires that the agency only apply a given norm as a customary one if the relevant practice 
is universal and quasi-uniform.73 The same applies, for that matter, when the court is called 
on to ascertain subsequent practice in the context of treaty interpretation.74 Courts should 
thus engage with all relevant domestic court decisions addressing questions of international 
law,75 to the extent that the quality of reasoning is sufficient, the size of the majority is 
known, and the relevant court is seen as impartial and independent.76 However 
counterintuitively perhaps, they may want to discount the reputation or prestige generally 
accorded to the court,77 or the soft or hard power of the court’s State.78 As Justice Kirby 
has noted, honesty and transparency are of the essence here.79 An honest and transparent 
agency engaging in a comparative international law exercise may thus well come to the 
conclusion that the practice of other domestic courts is simply too inconsistent to generate 
an international norm. This may be the price one must pay for complying with Article 38 (1) 
(b) of the ICJ Statute, which requires ‘evidence of a general practice accepted as 
law’ (emphasis added) for a norm of international custom to be accepted.

Ultimately, whether domestic court practice will be cited by foreign and international courts 
and more generally influence international law may, and should, crucially depend on how 
the judicial decision is precisely crafted. Most courts consider themselves to be appliers 
rather than developers of the law. This means that they are unlikely to refer to a decision of 
a foreign counterpart that identifies an emerging norm that may possibly be in tension with 
an existing norm.80 Accordingly, whether a domestic court decision on international law can 
spread beyond its own biotope may well be a function of its presentation. When the court 
explicitly embraces a lex ferenda approach, it is rather unlikely to be followed, as courts do 
not normally (p. 1153) want to be seen to be making, let alone breaking, the law81—unless 
there is a consensus at the political level that the norm should evolve.82 Ordinarily, however, 
when the court just posits the norm as lex lata (although in reality it may be lex ferenda!),83 

it may have more impact, insofar as it is not overruled by the political branches or an 
international court.84 Thus, the principle that foreign State officials cannot avail themselves 
of their immunity ratione materiae in respect of crimes of torture, a principle initially 
affirmed by Swiss and UK courts,85 has had a major influence on universal jurisdiction- 
based litigation elsewhere, even if its normative justification, and accordingly its raison 
d’ȇtre, remains elusive to this day.86 In contrast, the Italian Court of Cassation’s affirmation 
of an emerging norm that States cannot avail themselves of immunity in respect of 
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violations of jus cogens,87 while internationally taken notice of, has had little impact (all the 
more so after the ICJ considered this norm to be in violation of international law).88 Also, 
some US courts’ decisions that corporations, as non-State actors, could be liable for 
violating customary international (human rights) law,89 while again duly noted 
internationally, have had little following (although this might have been different had the 
US Supreme Court addressed the issue in its Kiobel decision).90

(p. 1154) VIII.  Concluding Observations
Given the misgivings and uncertainties surrounding domestic courts’ determination of 
customary international law and of the process of comparative international law,91 it does 
not come as a surprise that the ILC drafting committee on the identification of customary 
international law gave decisions of national courts concerning the existence and content of 
rules of customary international law a lower status than decisions of international courts 
and tribunals as subsidiary means for the determination of such rules. It only suggested 
that ‘[r]egard may be had, as appropriate’ to such decisions.92 At the same time, the ILC 
confirmed the potential law-creating role of domestic courts, where it held—in fact, in full 
accordance with Article 38 (1) of the ICJ Statute—that their decisions are a form of State 
practice, which is not necessarily subordinate to other forms of State practice.93 Indeed, in 
some fields of international law which almost exclusively mature and develop on the basis of 
domestic court practice (e.g., the law of immunities on which this chapter has drawn 
heavily), domestic courts have had, and continue to have, an undeniable impact on the 
formation of customary international law.94 A distorted image of the reality of international 
law would emerge if law-ascertaining agencies would turn a blind eye to domestic court 
practice in those fields. Naturally, for such practice to feed into international law, a measure 
of uniformity and universality is called for. In this respect, a judicial dialogue between 
domestic courts is most useful, as it allows those courts to engage with each other on points 
of international law and increase their quality of reasoning,95 without necessarily giving up 
their national legal traditions.96(p. 1155) Such a dialogue may also result in judgments that, 
to a certain extent, merge different legal cultures,97 and, in passing, make them more 
intelligible to foreign observers.98

Research Questions
•  What status do decisions of national courts concerning the existence and content of 
rules of customary international law enjoy as a means for the determination of such 
rules?

•  How could the objective character of the process of comparatively parsing 
municipal court decisions on their international law relevance (comparative 
international law) be improved?
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